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Film festival
essentials

3,000 attend event
showcasing
the best of SJSU

’63

House

a.m. to 2 p.m., gave prospective students a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
chance to discover what SJSU had to offer.
life was in full swing Friday as Each department took part in the event in
the first annual Spartan Showcase opened its own way. Some offered tours, some had
information booths and some set up disup the university to prospective students.
Paul Phillips, admissions recruiter, said plays to draw the crowds, such as the aviathat the showcase was mainly for the peo- tion department displaying a Cessna airplane on the T4iwer Lawn.
ple who have not
Darrell
made up their minds
Anderson, a lecturer
yet which school they
in
the
aviation departwould like to attend.
ment, said that they
"It was so they could
stayed pretty busy
make an informed
throughout the day.
choice," said Phillips.
Aside from the plane
According to J.
on
campus,
the
Washington,
Leon
Student Outreach and Recruitment
department offered a
director of Student
director
shuttle bus to its main
and
Outreach
building at San Jose
the
Recruitment,
International Airport.
attendance of’ more
Among all the
than 3,000 students
day’s activities were
and parents went over
three workshops set up by Student
their goal by more than 1,000 people.
"It’s going fantastic," said Washington. Outreach and Recruitment. They were:
"We couldn’t be more thrilled."
See Showcase, page 5
The event, whir It toc,k place from I 0

Event shows student, pro works

By Leslie Asbury
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It’s going fantastic. We
couldn’t he more thrilled.
J. Leon Washington
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By Dustin ShekeU
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SISrs sixth annual Visual
Artists Film and Video Festival
showcased all the essential ekmen ts of a typical collegiate film
festival.
N, it only did it show the
tel pieces of the upper-echelon
of the nation’s up and coming
young film makers, it was a
forum for aspiring Spartan film
students to make a name for
themselves in the local film
industry.
The most glaring difference
between the works of the SJSC
students and the independent
films selected from the more
than 100 entries of the festival
was the budget the film makers
had at their disposal in producing their products.
I feel like a little fish in a big
pond," Brian Cavan, whose film.

"Ken’.
K,,ri Game," took top
honors it Ire student portion of
the contest, said after watching
a couple of the big-budget Olin,
Cavan, along with fellow SJSI
strident film maker Donnahn
Esters, submitted a short film
exposing the tawdry relationlustful
the
between
ship
American icons (and dolls),
Although
the
Barbie and Ken.
$2fill spent on this film was obviously nit chew to the funding of
independent
festival’s
the
entries, its surprise ending elicited the loudest latishs from the
crowd of about :10 spectators
present during each day of the
festival.
"Its good to see things from
San Jose State students in the
same festival as these other
films," SJSC student Scott
Anthony said. "This kind of
See Festival, page 4

Rich in culture
Ethiopian dancers share the art of their country
By Lindy Boisvert
64
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
We t ;( ) show
During the break between sets,
dancer Rebecca Mammo read a pc WM our culture off to
she had written to dispel America".
skewed views of Ethiopia. After each different people.
stanza she said: "Starving to skin and
bones, you say to me. Really?’ The There’s more to
audience replied: "Listen and learn!"
Ethiopi:i than
She told of Ethiopia’s successes and
struggles, its wars, religion, history
starvation.
and its excellence III sports.
"We try to show our cuttimre off N;
different people. There’s more to
Ethiopia than starvation." said

Rebecca Slammo
dam Cr

99
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See Ethiopia, page

4

Student backpacks
across Europe
B-., Iii BCH
Spvtan Daily Staff la nter

Pilot))
TOP: The South American band Quitus performs at the food bazaar on
Thursday. The five -piece band plays traditional tunes from Bolivia and
Peru.

KY

1k. Wools

SPAIMASi DAILY

BOTTOM: Students pass by booths selling many different international foods in the Central Quad on Thursday.

On the night train bciund
from Salsburg. Austria to
Vienna, SISt. student Cristin
Reichmuth had the strangest
encounter of her month-hmg
solo backpacking trip across
Europe.
"(She was) an 18-year-old
from Australia backpacking
through Europe in army boots
and Bowing skirts." Reichmuth
said, "She daunted) that in her

Celebrating hospitality

Chet Diane
Rose of the
restaurant Mio
Vicino serves
ravioli in a sage
and sun-dried
tomato sauce at
the Hilton Hotel
as part of the
hospitality
management
department’s
food -tasting
gala. Rose and
her crew were
selected as the
winners of the
People’s Choice
award in the
savory category.

Fund-raiser showcases Bay Area flavor to support management department
By Je

johns.

Spartan Doily Staff Wtiter

Iii the lobb ot the I liii IIote!, tilt filth annual
ation kicked off an
International I b.111,11iR
Ih ursdav night.
evening of forxi mid di ink
A hind-raiser fc,i I lie hospitality management department.
the event was sponsored by the
Hospitality Advisory Board, a
nonprofit industry wimp which
aids under-funded student programs, and organized by this
year’s six interns: Del) Keller,
Kim Castanedajustine Perkins,
Maya Nehme, Rebecca Payne
and Tina Eichenbaum. Fad)
intern had a person from the
hospitality community to help.
The event showcased sonic of the Bay Area’s premiere restaurants, wineries and micro breweries for
the public to savor.

66

Live music by the Magnolia Jazz Band played in Olt’
backiiround at the Hilton and the music of David
Ladd s All Star Band played at the Fairmont.
A good turnout of power dressed people was apparent by name tags around the neck of each person
"It’s crowdstanding near the entrance in the’ lobby.
ed," said attendee Gay
Crawford. "Its always nice
It) support an event that
suppirts the university."
Cost to attend the
event was $40 per ticket,
$70 fkir a pair and $300 kir
Gay Crawford ten. Student assistant Kim
attendee Lamke said the event benefits the program as well as
students futures.
"It’s really a unique
way for students to raise money for their own programs," Lainke said, "(and) a good way to expose SIMI

It’s always nice to support an
event that supports the university.
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See Hospitality, page 4

A flier remembered

Li
on
their
feet

Hundreds of mourners
shaken by the death of
Jessica Dubroff remebered her Sunday as a
dreamer whose love for
flying let her live a full
life in her seven years.
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OPINION

Monday, April IS, 1998

San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

Editorial

A little planning can go a long way
/ j ast week, there was something unusual about the
San Jose State University
campus.
Students still rushed to and
from the parking garages, struggling to balance jobs with classes.
Professors handed back papers,
proctored examinations and
were re-acquainted with halfempty (half-full?) classrooms
again now that midterms have
ended. Dusty construction on
the pedestrian malls continued.
The pigeons still begged for bits
of bagel.
But, last week, there was,
indeed, something unusual. Last
week, on a sunny Friday afternoon, the SJSU campus was covered with people. SJSU students
had stuck around.

The university’s open house
turned what is usually a Silicon
Valley ghost town into a noisy,
bustling
springtime
fair.
Balloons, bands, international
food booths and boosterism littered campus with a sense of
Spartan community a sense
that there is more to the SJSU
experience than paperwork and
bureaucracy.
The day, an effort to show off
the university to incoming freshmen and boost sagging enrollment numbers, illustrated what a
little planning, a lot of involvement and a few balloons can do
to a campus. The Seventh Street
Plaza was an eclectic celebration
with people dancing alongside
Hare Krishnas and enjoying
exotic lunches of shish-kabobs

and fruit shakes.
And lest you think the day was
filled with nothing but fluff and
fun, organizations and schools
set up information tables around
campus to distribute promotional material and the Student
Union ballroom hosted a multi.
cultural discussion.
Next Friday, we’re sure, the
campus will be quiet again. SJSU
will e getting a head start on its
weeisend. There will be no balloons, no music, no Hare
Krishnas. But maybe, with more
events like the open house, that
won’t be the case every Friday.
Maybe, sometimes, every once in
a while, SJSU students will have a
reason to stick around.

’...lt’s no use... Praying now can only be applied to next year’s return.

This man is clearly deranged

...

We need stricter laws for violent criminals
By Becki Bell
Larry Don McQuay was really so worried about
Ifhis potential to "strike again." why didn’t he confess to 240 incidents of child molestation back
when it really mattered? Then, instead of a minor sixYear sentence, prosecutors could have been able to
sentence him to a life term.
The whole situation, in my opinion, is just weird.
Why anyone would choose to voluntarily have his testicles removed is completely beyond my comprehension, but I’m not so sure that we should accept his
suggestion as an act of good will designed to prevent
repeat offenses. This man is clearly deranged.
Last year, in a letter to a victims’ rights group,
McQuay wrote, "I am doomed to eventually rape
then murder my poor little victims to keep them
from telling on me." The statement was part of a plea
to help protect potential victims from his "demonic"
behavior.
In an interview with the Houston Press, however,
McQuay made an antithetical statement: "My belief
system is that non-harmful sex with a child is feasible.
But in today’s society, because the way children and

people are educated about homosexuality or
extracurricular sex or sex between an adult and children is what causes it to be harmful to a child now.
It’s because of the way most of society believes."
Most of this man’s comments, it seems, are
directed at earning attention; attention that he has
been generously rewarded with since the day he
began publicly discussing
his crimes. I suspect that
when he is granted his
request for voluntary castration, he will back out at
the last minute. No one is
forcing it on him, and he has no real reason to carry
through with the agreement.
But even if there was a legal requirement that convicted child molesters undergo surgical castration, I
doubt that the procedure itself would have much success at preventing recidivism. Many medical experts
say that castration, surgical or chemical, is not necessarily effective. Rape and molestation are not crimes

driven solely by testosterone; they are crimes with psychological motivations. Men who rape and molest
don’t do it because they have overactive sex drives
lots of men with overactive sex drives manage to control themselves without having
to submit to
voluntary
castration.
Men
who
rape
and
molest do it
because they
are mentally
disturbed.
Contrary to common misconceptions, the removal
of the testicles does not necessarily interfere with a
man’s ability to have an erection. Even if it did, a
child molester doesn’t need a penis to commit his
crimes. He can act on his psychotic condition in any
number of ways. Even after the surgery, McQuay
could be released with an intact potential to molest
and murder as many children as he feels like. If

There is no reason the legal system
should be obligated to release
someone who has admitted to
1:7kgi a danger to society.

enough people believe that the surgery has turned
him into a harmless ex-con, he might even be able to
recidivate without the watchful presence of society’s
suspicion.
I’m not saying that anyone should stop McQuay
from subjecting himself to castration surgery; if that’s
what he wants, he should be free to carry through.
But I don’t think it will stop him. The only thing that
will really prevent his recidivism is a change in the law
that is responsible for letting him out of prison in the
first place.
If someone says he will continue behavior that is
harmful to other people, we should take him very
seriously. There is no reason why the legal system
should be obligated to release someone who has
admitted to being a danger to society. But unless the
law that requires the release of admittedly violent
offenders is changed, other McQuays will quietly
enter and leave the system with nothing standing
between themselves and their future victims.
Bedci Bell is aSpartan Dai6t Staff Writer.

Letter to the Editor
Addressing racism
on campus
The purposes of this letter are
to express my appreciation of
President Caret for his efforts in
responding to campus issues, to
provide my comments regarding
Professor Scott Rice’s letter printed in the Nov. 21, 1995 issue of the
Spartan Daily and to share an
Educational Equity Report with
the campus community.
President Caret bnngs to this
campus many of the ingredients
that have been needed for many
years to advance the university’s
mission in an integrated fashion.
He appears to have a philosophy
of inclusion rather than exclusion
of departments and individuals,
and he seems to enjoy being president rather than simply having the
title of president. This is essential
because part of his role is to represent interests throughout campus.
Professor
Rice
criticized
President Caret and other university officials for denouncing the
racist flier that was distributed
Nov. 13, 1995 to several Student
Financial Aid employees. He stated that this is only one incident:
"Some knothead, one person out
of a campus community of almost
30,000, circulated a racist flier."
The other incident he mentioned
was the one involving Michael
Day, an Admissions and Records
employee who "lost his head in a
crisis and, instead of calling the
campus police, uttered a racial
epithet." Professor Rice assumes
that these are isolated incidents.
He asked a very important question: What is the actual evidence
of blatant racism on our campus?
The question asked by Professor
Rice is highly problematic. It
assumes that racism should be

accepted when it is not blatant or
when it is covert. This type of
thinking actually breeds racism,
sexism and other forms of discrimination. Therefore, we need a
president who is able to look
beyond such narrow perceptions
of our campus. President Caret
appears to have that quality and
the vision and insight to reject
racist behavior regardless as to
whether it is blatant or covert. I
applaud him for his efforts.
Professor Rice can easily find
blatant racism on this campus if
he is serious about locating it. It
was here when I arrived more
than 20 years ago, and I haven’t
seen it pack its bags and leave
campus. However, this does not
suggest that the entire campus is
racist. There are individuals on
this campus who are not racist and
who value all individuals. Those
are the people who strive to represent the university with high
regard for the principles inherent
within its mission. They are the
substance from which the university pursues its mission. To obtain a
better assessment of racism on
campus, I suggest that Professor
Rice ask his students to write
papers regarding racism at SJSU.
Such an exercise would encourage
students to go directly to the
source and interview employees
and students of various groups on
campus. Following this exercise, I
feel certain that Professor Rice will
become more informed about
incidents of covert and overt
racism on campus.
I realize that Professor Rice may
not be able to change his class
assignments soon to allow students
to write papers on racism at SJSU.
Therefore, I will provide some
information for grounding his
thoughts in the subject. First, SJSU
is a part of the United States.
There is much evidence docu-
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menting racism in the United
States. Second, SJSU is a part of
the state of California, and there is
much evidence of racism in
California. If racism is found in
the state, there is a high probability that it is among the 30,000 students and employees at SJSU. For
example, according to a June 2,
1987 report by the State of
California Personnel Board, tided
"State of California Personnel
Board Review of Disciplinary
Action in State Service," "there are
statistically significant differences
across ethnic groups and a relationship between ethnicity and the
incidence of receiving an adverse
action." The subjects for the study
were
Caucasians,
AfricanAmericans,
Latinos,
Asians,
Filipinos, American Indians and
Pacific Islanders. Overall, the
report shows that employees of
color in state service were disciplined more harshly than
Caucasians when reprimanded for
identical inappropriate behaviors
during work. Many of those
actions were not blatant but they
were found to be racially motivated.
Third, what about SJSU? As a
member of San lose State
University Educational Equity
Advisory Board during the 199295 academic years, I interviewed
27 African-American employees
during the spring semester 1995 to
receive input for recommendations to address issues generated
from the campus climate survey.
Most of those individuals were
delighted to be asked for their
input, and they were pleased that
the university conducted the campus climate survey. However, many
indicated that the survey responses are only symptoms of the experiences of African-American
employees on campus. More
specifically, most of them believe
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Jeske. Jennifer Johnson, Francis Ladines. Shane Lewis. Paul
Matarangas. Jeffrey Niese, Dustin Sheba

Contributing Writers

that the symptoms or perceptions
generated from the survey do not
address the underlying problems
or specific experiences which
African-American employees face
on campus. The experiences of
African-American employees on
campus are the primary bases for
those perceptions. Based on the
various comments received, I submitted a problem and recommendation format report to the
Educational Equity Advisory
Board on March 1, 1995.
Following a recent examination of
the issues raised during interviews
of African-American employees, it
is clear that they are not, as
Professor Rice may suggest based
on his letter, "the responses of a
few militant professors, self-serving
or the responses of a few selfservers who have learned to play
the race card to extort more
power and resources." The problems mentioned reflect experiences of denial of civil rights
granted by the Fourteenth
Amendment
to
the
U.S.
Constitution which states that "No
state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any state
deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property, without due process
of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws." The concerns expressed by the 27 AfricanAmerican employees and the
Fourteenth Amendment have particular relevance to Professor
Rice’s question regarding blatant
racism on campus. The relationship is clear in the summary of the
the
to
submitted
report
Educational Equity Advisory
Board (for a complete summary of At
, pkase contact Oscar Battle
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African-American

employees believe that the problems mentioned are routine within African-American employees’
experiences on campus. Also.
there were frequent references to
"the glass ceiling," and restricted
promotion and reclassification of
African-American employees in
some departments.
Recommendations were even
more diverse than problems
(experiences) mentioned. Some
individuals were reluctant to provide recommendations other than
to say, "All employees should be
treated
equally,"
or,
"Opportunities for advancement
should be administered fairly
among employees." Given their
past experiences, some individuals
even asked me to use caution in
submitting the report due to the
potential harm it may cause other
SJSU African-American employees
or me.
Although the report is not the
result of a randomized study and
may not be statistically significant,
it offers a useful overview of
descriptions of problems and recommendations
by
AfricanAmerican employees at SJSU. I
suggest that anyone who labels
these results as "anecdotal with little validity" to consider the many
administrative decisions made
daily at SJSU on anecdotal information which receive high priority. Likewise, in the interest of equiSJSU
African-American
ty,
employees concerns should
receive equal treatment. For those
individuals who have doubt as to
whether the problems mentioned
represent the experiences of SJSU
African-American employees, I
suggest they conduct a series of
focus groups for further study.
The results will be useful in developing and implementing serious
unified efforts to address the problems presented in the report.
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While in pursuit of this challenge,
it is critical to move the belief and
support of equity in principle to a
commitment of equity in practice.
Establishing this as a goal, with
commitment, will contribute
much in solving problems of
racism, sexism and other forms of
discrimination at SJSU.
The above problems are experienced by various ethnic groups on
campus. To deny that these problems exist is a disservice to the
many serious, committed, fair and
just employees and students on
campus. Regardless of the problems we face, they will not be
resolved by denying their existence.
Campus climate is the degree of
ease with which people interact,
address issues, and believe their
views are included and taken seriously in the decision making
process. Considering President
Caret’s openness and willingness
to seriously interact with segments
of the campus, I believe that we
will make much progress in the
pursuit of a campus climate
reflecting racial harmony and unification of the campus in the pursuit of its mission. I challenge all
students and employees to join
him in his efforts. Then we will be
able to send a strong message to
racism, sexism and other forms of
discriminatory behavior and their
sympathetic colleagues that "they
must pack their discrimination
bags and remove them from
SJSU." This is particularly relevant
to advancing the mission of the
university and to supporting and
encouraging the many dedicated
and valued employees and students who are proud to be a part
of SJSU.
Oscar Battle
Health Education Coordinator

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
*put In the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! Hall. mom 209
*faxed to (408)924-3237 or
"mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications. San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San lose.
CA. 93199-0149
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar. libel and length
Subsolssions seam sontaln the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
aditortah are written by. and are the ’osmoses
ot the Spartan Daly editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications 0r SJSU,
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
enter,
195 E. San Fernand( I SI.
Call 938-1610.
Chad Hispania) (Spanish
Club)
Meeting, tutor, conversations.
2p.m.-3p.m. Student Union,
Council Chambers. Call 7328024.

Senior Enhancement
Campaign
1996 Senior (lass gift/free ire
cream. 11:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Art
Quad. CA11924-1129.

Today
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. Noon-ip.m.
Administration Bldg., in. 269
Call 776-0565.

Tai Chi de Wushu Club
Workout. 8p.m.-10p.m.
Spartan Complex West, rm.
202. Call 924-8074.

Career Center
LSI Logic employer presentation. 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Costonoan Rm. Call
924-6033.

University Housing Services
"In the closet with an eating
disorder." 7:30p.m. UHS
Dining Commons.
Call 924-6197.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195£. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.
Department of Nutrition
Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3p.m.-5p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Building Social Support
General therapy group
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.

Golden Key National HOSSCITs
Society
Elections and ,.wm speaker.
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Ca 223-8161.

Buhver-Lyttnn English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.m-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.

Pi Alpha Phi
Meeting. 7p.m. Student
Union, Costanoart rm. Call
295-0637.

Career Censer
International Network Serv.
employer presentation.
12:3.in. Student Union,
postanoan Rm. Call 92

Tuesday

ileanny Advisory
PrOgnatn (REAP)
grotto for Re’-Entry
12
.cn.-130p.m.
Bldg., rm. 201.

,ICareer Center
03, Inc. employer Fir
o. ltS0pJit.%Aent U
Almaden Rim. Call 924-60

Sparta I :nide is tree and available. to students, fat iiIu k
availably at 111111 209. Entries inn he edited to alhns .t

t I

Department of Nutrition
Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
fin students, faculty, staff).
Noon-2p.ni. Central
Classri xan Bldg., on. 103.
Call 924-3110.
KSJS (90.5)
Staff meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
rm. 118. Call 924-4547.
Lary Donations and
Sales Unit
Book Sale (donations welcome).10 a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlmiist Library, nn. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.
Okinawan Shona Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions. 6p.m.-8p.m. An building
and Industrial Studies. Call
9244330.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning salsa lesson/open
dancing. 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Event Center aerobics room.
CaR 924-SPIN.
Wassen’s Resource Center
Mc’efing.
AL Women’s Resource
Ostler, Administration Bldg.,

oe tailor’s. Deadline is Spin two days beliire publication. FOIIIIS
nt lions.

Hundreds remember Jessica Dubroff
Jun Wells, sin ikesman for the city Fire DepilitIlic II I
An elec irk al problem near the decking and spa
area was blamed for the fire, which caused $90,000
damage to the de < k as well as smoke damage to
two rooms, Wells said.
Slater, who recently starred with John Travolta in
"Broken Arrow," walked through the charred deck
area and talked to firefighters. He refused comment when asked for details by photographers.
The home is in a rustic canyon area near
Mulholland Drive and Laurel Canyon Boulevard.
about eight miles Iii irthwest iii downtown.

City mourns young flier
IENENNE, Wyo. (Al’) - IIunch eds of mom tiers shaken by the death of Jessica Dubroff, whose
gest pilot to fly aCTOSS
attempt to become they
the United States and back ended here, remembered her Sunday as a dreamer whose love for flying allowed her to live a full life in her 7 years.
"My heart goes out to this whole community,
which has taken the chance to show the world we
care," said a tearful Mayor Leo Pando. "1 know we
all send our thoughts, prayers and condolences to
all who knew Jessica, Lloyd and Joe.’
Jessii a, her father Lloyd Dubroff and flight
instructor Joe Reid were killed Thursday when
their single-engine airplane crashed a few minutes
alter takeoff’.
The memorial held at the Cheyenne Civic
Center was arranged by officials for the benefit of
city residents shaken by Dubroff’s death. Scattered
about were decorations including an airplane.
shaped bouquet and photographs taken of the girl
during her short time in Cheyenne.
"What made Jessica special was the fact that at 7,
she was inspired by a dream that taught her how to
live." said the Rev. Reggie Cleveland, the chaplain
at FE. Warren Air Force Base. "In her mind, nothing was impossible. God bless the mother, God
bless the father and God bless the flight instructor
who taught that girl to dream."
Cleveland was among six clergy members who
each commented on the impact Jessica had on the
community.
Jessica’s mother, Lisa Blair Hathaway, flew back
to California with the bodies of her daughter, exhusband and Reid on Saturday. A funeral service
for Jessica was scheduled for Monday afternoon in
PesCadero, Calif., her hometown.
Services for Reid were scheduled fiir Monday
morning at Our Lady of the Pillar in Half Moon
Bay, Calif., and a funeral for Lloyd Dubroff was
scheduled for Tuesday at the Temple Methodist
tinted Church in San Francisco.

Begley Jr. puts earth first
1.0S ANG11.ES (AP) - Ed Begley Jr. is rooted
II, the Cause.
The former "St. Elsewhere" star lives what he
preaches: He bicycles to industry meetings, pulls
up to Oscar parties in his electric car and lives in a
house with solar panels on the roof.
As he puts it, he’s chosen to "live lightly on the
land."
"What I’m trying to do is make another choice. I
want to achieve self-sufficiency," said Begley, who is
growing his own vegetables from seed to avoid any
connection with pesticides.
"Some people plan for self-sufficiency by accumulating mutual funds. I wanted to eliminate the
need for income. I invested in a windmill near
Mojave. I’m not going to buy something like
Exxon stock," he said in a recent interview.
Begley’s public ilftiViSITI dates back 10 years when
he was recruited by Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda
to promote Proposition 65, the toxic labeling measure.
Simultaneously, he chose to retrofit his house,
Except for the $50,000 worth of solar panels, he
did most of the work himself.
"A hit of this is nickel-and-dime stuff. Anybody
can do it," said Begley, showing off a $5 water
heater blanket, fluorescent light bulbs, an energysaving thermostat and double-pane windows.

Slater gets hot wake up call

Craven film still having problems

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Actor Christian Slater
fled through a bedroom window to escape flames
engulfing the deck of a canyon home early Sunday,
authorities said.
The actor, who was spending the night at the
Lookout Mountain area home of a friend, was
awakened by smoke detector alarms and a neighbor pounding on the door about 6 a.m., said city
fire Chief Rod Wilmot.
When Slater opened the door, he was turned
away by flames and the actor and a woman fled
with two dogs through a bedroom window on the
first floor, Wilmot said.
There were no injuries and no one else was in
the home at the time. The woman’s name was withheld by Wilmot out of privacy concerns.
Firefighters were called to the two-story home at
6:07 a.m. and the blaze, confined to a wooden
deck and spa, was extinguished at 6:42 a.m., said

SANTA ROSA(AP) - The Santa Rosa school
board on Tuesday is scheduled to discuss the issue
of whether a horror movie should be filmed at
Santa Rosa High School. School officials had initially approved the plan but the issue grew contentious after some board members read the script
and objected to the fact that it included a foulmouthed principal and mutilated teen-agers.
Movie producer Wes Craven has said the school
board is trying to squelch his freedom of speech.
State filming commission officials say that the
board’s opposition could hurt California’s $20 billion movie industry. However, some board members say they oppose the violence in the film and
don’t want to be a part of making additional violent movies.
Craven’s "Scary Movie," stars Drew Barrymore
and Courtney (ox.

Old cow home
Village dedicates itself to caring for elderly animals
VRINDAVAN, India (AP) Under the cool breeze of ceiling
fans and the adoring pats of their
caretakers, old cows live out the
rest of their days in this village dedicated to their worship.
"The cow is god incarnate," says
cowherd Puroshattam Sharma,
who calls his job a religious duty.
Behind him, thousands of cows
move out of a large pen, their
hooves stirring up dust in the sunshine as they amble toward nearby
pastures.
Sharma works in one of the 15
shelters fin- old and infirm cattle in
Vrindavan, a northern town where
Hinduism’s
Krishna,
Lord
cowherd and god of love, is worshiped.
The cow is sacred to India’s 900
million Hindus. Hindus don’t eat
beef, and killing cows for beef is

banned in nine of India’s 26 stati,
Devout Hindu shake their head, u
disbelief at the thought that
Britain might slaughter millions ot
cattle to wipe out mad cow disease.
the fatal brain malady that can
cause a similar illness in people
who eat infected meat.
"Mni don’t kill a sick member of
the family," said Swami Keshav Dev
Hari, a Hindu priest who has spent
his life campaigning for a national
ban on killing cows.
Indian farmers raise cows fOr
their milk and use them to pull
carts and plough fields. When the
animals become sick and old, they
often are brought to the shelters of
Vrindavan, which can accommodate 6,000 animals. When the cows
die, they are buried on the banks
of the Yarr
a River, a tributary of
the sacred Ganges River.

Only $159
to New York come on Friday!
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lune 24-August 16

Classes and workshops
begin throughout the
summer. No formal
admission requirements.
For a free summer
session bulletin
write or call:
1996 Summer Session
333J Oregon Hall
1279 University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403-1279
(541) 346-3475
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Holiday period and seasonal fares will be higher.
You can also get more than just a great fare to Tel Anv, Rio de Janeiro and Soo Paulo
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San Jose State University

Festival

Ethiopia

killed living the life."
From page I
The controversial feature film
gives the film program here some
"Kids" drew the largest crowd of the
credibility."
festival-goers with
Two of the four Spartan films festival, depressing
the state of the
seemed to suffer greatly from their a sad portrayal of
in America today.
lack of funding. "Posterboy" was a teenage population
most of the
hand,
On the other
video filmed on the SJSU campus
give their
about the poster hanging wars films chose to comically
Jose s Cinequest
AT
d school. "Dreams of a Woman" views of society. San
winner, "La
was a silent, black and white film that Film Festival’s rand prize
in the words of its
explored the dream world of a Femme Pickle, was
director Daniel Mellitz "a documendemented woman.
documentary
"That poster video looked like tary of a bad film." The
A
something I made in high school with showed what can happen when
tries to put
my friends for fun," SJSU student clueless exchange student
on
his distorted visions
Robert Gavrilovic said.
film, using a stoned film
"They should filter out
and second rate
crew
the movies worthy of this
actors.
type of exposure, regardThe overall second
less if they are made by
place winner. "Bigger
students."
Fish," was also a comedy,
The only SJSU particidealing with what would
pant hirtunate enough to
happen if film making fell
have a decent budget to
into the wrong hands. The
work with was Andy
dark comedy tells the story
Kawanami, whose rap
a trio of aspiring film
of
video created for the illmakers who will do anyfated hip-hop duo, "Black
thing to make a successful
Dynasty." combined varifilm, including commit
ous interesting camera
about five of the seven
angles, including an aerideadly sins.
al view of East Oakland,
The third place winto convey the hardships
ner was "Graffiti Verite,"
of living in the inner city.
was a documentary
which
Robert Gavrilovic
In his introduction of
SJSU student exposing the inner-city art
the video, Kawanami
form often considered
explained that the realivandalism, and the menties the duo were rapping
tality of the artists who use
about proved especially
their spray cans as a means
poignant when one of the
to voice their opinions
two lead rappers was
about society.

From page I
Which is the la inn she ttieS to Make in
her poem, and the one she and the
other members of the go nip further
emphasize in dance. This group of five.
him- dancers and one singer. got nigether to limn the I’ thiopian dance group
EnelAagerie. 5’. ii( h roughly translated
It IS I,, their native country that 111C111hers of the group
said they feel compelled to share
their cuss
"It’s beautiful.
They show their
it
culture like
means 4 101 to
them and they
want to share it,"
said
Beth
Montgomery.
a
developchild
ment majt tr.
The
dancing
started with the
two women ,icting
out shot I sr cues.
They pin ed imag- Beth Montgomery
inary jacks and
child development
drew invisible cirmit;
cles in non-existent sand.
They danced to
the music of ii
flute; their movements were loosely
choreographed, and they seemed to be
at ease with each other and the music.
They used their shoulders to express the
rhythm in subtle gyrations and jutted
their necks to and fro and from side to
side.
"Some people say it’s the chicken
dance," said Mammo.
Their easy style and the hypnotic
music seemed to inspire the audience of
more than Ilk) students.
Nicole Roberts, an art photography
student, said, "It’s different, energetic.
It’s cultural k proactive. It gets people to
expand outside of their little bubble."
The dancers’ attire was made of a
modest gauze adorned with African symbols. The men wore white cotton pants
and shirts accented with their country’s
colors of red, green and yellow. The only
ieminder of American influence WAS the
New Balance sneakers and leather topsiders worn by the men. The women
were barefooted.
Dancer Mahlet Girma said she and
the other members learned these dancing techniques by watching such dancing on television in Ethiopia.
After coming to the United States, she
met the other members and formed the
group. The music is sung in Ethiopia’s
official language, Amharic. All members
of the group speak Amharic. the language of their own Ethiopian tribe and
English.

66

It’s
beautiful. They
show their
culture like it
means a lot to
them and they
want to share
It.

Punt 0 By I. K N is
--Vi MUM
Rebecca Mammo, front, and Abay Negussea from the Ethiopian dance group Ene
Lehagare perform for a noontime crowd in the Central Quad on Friday. The dance troupe is
a nonprofit organization which helps immigrants get settled upon their arrival in the United
States. By dancing, members of Ene Lehagare tell stories, such as this one in which two
women fight for one man’s affections.
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They
should filter
out the movies
worthy of this
type of
exposure,
regardless if
they are made
by students.
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Hospitality
From page I
to local businesses."
Micro
brewery beer,
wine and fancy
salad outlined a
path that led
attendees onto
the patio of the
Hilton
where
ravioli,
giant
roasted peppers
and more wine
surrounded a
crowd of eager
pallets.
Kate Sullivan
The last
SOU hospitality managrnent stop on the
department director event itinerary
was
the
Fairmont Hotel
where the attendees found more food and drink
vendors serving up tasty specialties. Among those were Morrocan
and Greek dishes, pastries, truffles
and champagne.
Many of the vendors said this
event was a good opportunity to
be seen by the public.
"I helped out with this last year,"
said vendor John Ornellas, from
the connoisseur booth. He said he
wanted participate for the possibility to expand in the Bay Area and
help out the hospitality management department.
"How often do you get to taste
food and wine from expensive
restaurants in the area?" Lamke

We not only
raised money for
the program, but it
was an opportunigy
for students to ...
participate in an
actual event from
start to finish.

59

Man shoots ill wife, self
LOS ANGELES (AP) An 87year-old man, apparently distraught over his wife’s debilitating
illnesses, shot her to death and
then killed himself, authorities
said.
Gerald Kahn died Saturday at
Northridge
Hospital
Medical
Center shortly after he and his
wife’s body were found in front of
the Reseda convalescent home
where Mrs. Kahn lived.
Police Detective Rick Swanston

elltilar phones. alit ()mobiles. 111s. and security systems
ho knous %hal the future %ill hold?

said Gerald Kahn was found lying
on a sidewalk with a gunshot to
the temple and a .380-caliber semiautomatic pistol in his hand.
Nearby, the body of his wife, also
87, was slumped in the front seat
of their Toyota Camry. She had
been shot twice in the head and
died at the scene, Svranston said.
Kahn had picked up his wife for
a visit at R&R Home Care
Enterprises minutes before the
shooting, the detective said.

\11111’sell It \IOW(’ Material’. "ti("’ VIII can he
%Milk iratillIg111411111larlurer
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1’11111Ft’ \ ourself impacl Mg I he ltilure.

hulk u, out ort Ihe eli
Iliii

said.
Along the back wall was a table
filled with silent auction items.
They included hotel packages in
Las Vegas, prepared packages by
local businesses, novelty items and
a trip to Hawaii.
Tables surrounded the band as
they played songs by Kenny G and
Marvin Gaye while people ate and
drank.
The small lac9uered dance
floor soon filled with dancers as
people did their best to boogie
down in business suits, dresses and
high heels.
Prizes were handed out in four
categories: savory, sweet, beverage
and overall. They were judged by
two separate panels: the chef
award and the people award.
The chefs award for savory
went to the Calypso Restaurant,
sweet went to the Fairmont, beverage went to Gordon Biersch and
overall was awarded to Birk’s
Restaurant.
The people’s award for savory
went to Mio Vicino, sweet went to
the Fairmont, beverage went to
Gordon Biersch and overall was
the Fairmont Hotel.
Kate Sullivan, director of SJSU’s
hospitality management department, said the event was a "huge
success."
"We not only raised money for
the program, but it was an opportunity for students to ... participate in an actual event from start
to finish."
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3050 Rimers Axe11111’. NIS 1826. Santa Clara. CA 95054: fax:

to be an LAPD officer.

Why?

Tha LAPD will be hiring 1.100 nro, officers In 1996.
If you are looking for a great career with opportunity,
consider move to LA’s PD.
SATURDAY APRIL 20, 1996
SAN JOSE SATE UN IV STUDENT UNION. Lama Meta New,
Partin. entrance 070 Stre0 end San leNeder. cool Si.00.

Police officer Written Tate- 8:00 am and 1:15 pm
Career Seminar - 11:30 am
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9.1 X lain i:13pm
Career Center

The time is RIGHT! The time is NOW!
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What?
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Seating Welted Written test takes approximately 2 1/2 hours to complete
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Trip: Student has European adventure

Showcase
page
How to apply to ’,1st .Eitc,itisial
Aid, and Educational litIcliltili is
Program. They also "net ed bow
long tours of tile campus Student
services and organizations paned
in with tables set up IA Clat k
Library and on Tower lawii
"The campus support Was leally
good," said Phillips.
The showcase was a universits
wide event organized lw the of Iiic
rif
Student
( bitreach
mad
Rec t Moneta
ording to Phillips,
what the n1,11%1(111.11 departments
chose to di, wis op is, diem.
"I think that it suas great," said
.1 itansfer student
Who sip,’ ied itp It the show( ace. "1
probablu 11 is Tics it Mel 1.1 111.111%
nice pet ph’ III 111\ Illt. "
Also Ii ti list the tin "ming
students 33.is Inn’ filmic 1111111.1m
mesit by the SJSU spirit squad.
Synergy, and the I Alin jazz
Ensemble.
Lunch was offered by the many
groups and hot sibs at the food
bazaar that suet, lied along the
walkway Isu the Central Classroom
building All the cheering and
screaming at 2 p.m. came from one
of the last events of the day. The
Greek ( )1u topics was composed of
sororities mid fraternities baffling it
out in several events.
"Our students have been wonderful," said Washington. "Young
people want to see what university
life is all about."
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Ananta Rupa prepares an Indian dish called "pakoura." Potatoes are dipped in a chick pea batter
and then fried. Pakoura was one of the many
international delicacies students were able to
taste at the food bazaar on Thursday arid Friday.
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Eighth man dies in hospital
after full DickuD fliDs
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%vastdie
tiOn-felale41 (14’.1111 ili the Temecula area since
a father, a lime 191.11. %Olen six people were killed as a
broth,. or .1 son in our neighboring countru
Chevrolet Slibui ban packed with 12 illegal
to the not th.- said the head priest of the immigrant...lammed kits., a 1 ar and pedestiitown IS5 milts west ca \lesic o i in.
ans near I tint, lila Vallrl High School.
It is a , ruin \ that doesn’t understand
Also satin 11.1 \ 1 group of mostly Sciiitlictii
fti,1101.111p. let alotie litotheillood. It is inlet- Calif-0’16a I ollegt students arrived at du ’Th.
tsli il ,011\ III its 5,5511 1101111, AI ;Hid ei tolitoiiii,
1.,1.1,1 town of San Ysidro south ot San
institutions. -111e5 get itch by making its
Diego, eliding a 76-mile protest march limn
p, ,, it. T nret 1 ili,u.
’own officials estimate that about 5,000 of
’The group said it made the trek to i all
it, ow
tlic i otiiiiiiiiiiis’s -a1.110115,.,1,.,,,.
attention to last week’s dearth (rash .tiul the
United SIAN,. illl,i st !hem illf-gills
,
.
April I videotaped beating, 1 isso M, . 1, .sii
I o \ si isp,oplc ,sid Os, bt"iis’’’‘ Ili"’ "yen in
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s , iss, -anti side (:csiiiitu stn.? ills
tlic I. tiltedIS it %shell Ilics I, I I\ Cif Wool -410f limmi."1"
I.,11..sing
deputies
a high-speed plasm!.
’ li i a I ,oni a 111,01 il I .1i4,1 alitI
then lather ’ s r I ca
"We’i e wed it the beatings. This is not an
tame Ism k Is the funeral
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SI:1111 %shell Ille pit 14.111)111e\ s.,?, III skidded
4tillt while Mend"
out sI , si u Ill and flipped
"It Isisei \ long walk but many of our penbeing hill,515 cal on a dirt road In I .5 Border
Patrol agents. rhe Border Pt It, 1 has said it ple hase wilkaid many, many more miles to
was not , basing the vehicle but following at a try to come here and get a better life," said
Cesar Narro as he shouldered one of the stipdistance.
The winding, t trial route often is used by port sticks for a black mock coffin that read
people trying to ciictinivent border check- "R.I.P. fitunan Rights."
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TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
II vuu are Intl lily, non-smi iking
ages I 2-115, yon
;Intl between
may quality nl par 111111.11V in a
reseal eh studs’ rising an
investigational asthma Ill allergy
Yoti will receive
for
financial compenstif
your t bile and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to
$500.
Allergy St Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Itesearch
Center
4155 Moorritk Avenue, suite ’3,Si111,11.,,

1 -800 -74 -ASTHMA

ihic-Ilts,i us, lilt It 1111c1s1.111 1 1
about 60 miles east of Los Ang,1, s.
The C:IIP requested the assistance of the San B1.111.11,1111"
SherifFs Department and 11111
maneuvered his helicopter ow the Bronco. The C:HP ended their
pt itsuid when the vehicle entered a
dirt load iti the Lytle Creek area,
authorities said.
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Deism% Rudy Vuittonet. "Bullets
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into the pilot’s leg and hip."
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Bomb injures two

Helicopter pilot shot, gunman arrested after wild chase
%%RICH I %MOD, ( 1111. (Al’) A sheriff’s helicopter pilot wounded by grotuid fire during a wild 30mile chase was recovering Sunday
after surgery for wounds to his leg
and hip, San Bernardino County
authorities said.
Deputy Robert Hill temporarily
lost control of the helicopter after
he was shot, but he and observer,
Deputy Carlos Quezada, managed
to make a safe emergency landing
in a mountainous area, said Sgt.
Rick Carr.
Hill was airlifted to San
Medical
County
Bernardino
Center where he underwent
surgery Saturday night for bullet
wounds. He was described Sunday
as stable, said Carr. His age was not
listed.
The chase began about noon
Saturday in the Jurtipa area, where
the crew of a Riverside County
Sheriff’s Department airplane
noticed a Ford Bronco in an area
frequently used for car-stripping,
the sergeant said. When Riverside
deputies initiated a stop, the gun
man fled. The California flighsvas
Patrol took over the chase when
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toll fioni
RIVERSIDE (AP) The death
last weekend’s crash of a pickup truck
crammed with illegal immigrants rose to
eight with the death of a criticalls Minted
man, authorities said Sunday.
Coroner’s officials said the ’s haue Is, 111
unable to identify the man, sit io died
Saturday at Riverside General Hospital 1 le
had been unconscious and in critical 5 ouchLion since the April 6 accident,
The rnan was among IS people Mint ed
when the pickup truck the\ mite [layering in
crashed while being followed by l’.S. Boole!
Patrol agents near Temecula. St sin Whets
died at the scene.
A funeral Mass, meanwhile, was held
Saturday in Cheran. Mexico, for three
Chavez Munoz brothers killed in the crash
Benjamin, 32, Jaime, 23, and Salvador, 19.
More than 4,000 people jammed the center plaza of the impoverished mountain town
to pay last respects to the brothers, whis i famiis, It of
ly members said had gone north it
steady wages.
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Ii ril 4 0111 age,"
"One of the real
beriefits is that you time to know who
still .11c and what Scilit can do, and it’s
14ollit’lliitig that doesn’t happen .when
uon I. Iii y our routine life here.
la, got Jose e. admissions counselor
foi the itch lege division of Al FS. said
that die sense of self-( onfidtio r cllio
owes from studs Mg abroad can also
help students in pursuit of a (weer.
emploters for the most part
value this eXpellellte." she said.
-Hies ’re nitric-sled in the fact that the
person could sustain a semester in a
totally ((ovum c mantis. .. it shows that
5.,11 it
1,1 take risks."
Reit tumuli. however. doesn’t speak
about her exper tem as if it 41.11 a risk.
’( mc of the images I’ll tievc.t forget is
du’ ri,"
"vel the Pote
Ve« 111,, Is. Age) in the middle of the
night with 5 omplete fog." she said. "It
dens, . and then the% have these
rad sioa flights VIM f(1111,1 11151 SVC the
glu usthiongli the mist."
Fol Its is }wind’ thr expetience was
its! .dll slut 5.555v
i
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14)0 Lewandowski
associate dean a graduate and
international studies

%calk

I in ought
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11111411r 1 s 1 11e I
%,.is %sailing on sits quite ecl le
lolloksr d
Rep luitituilt s expel icor
hit spt mg P.rri ,ettiestet it ki, littiond
(adlege in Florence, hal% %%hilt. a
.\ IFS. which offets semester 3nograins in 22 different connotes, she
%sot keri in an Italian dais rate c toter
and stocherl Iltisiriess in a 1 l!th cc -unit’s
Iii ilding
ken ’moult, who spent several seats
ni3esitgating inlet national stiusltc-s cu
litose
gt.11111, 1.11i1 Ilia! 111t
its
4 )
1111«111tIli)fillal
because
approach to shad\ ing aittoaci.
lic3.1e thinking about their students I,3 not thrinving tlietit into the
tailtati , Hittite
it’s !call% thi, k there
...so 3chat this did is 1111l SCIII all the
sttaletiLs to this little town , ii k-il Sienna
where we lived in a hotel and studied
only Italian for a month," Reiylinitith
said.
From there, Reichmuth and the 1414
other stualents who Welt! .1 ,.it of. the

11...1115 011

-ft

LeWittidOWSkl

of the I ands.’

list111t.

tic ltais. I got Irk sue lug 1141id %hat it,
Italian (ulnae was like instead cif Us nig
to find it myself," she said. In addition
to exploring the Italian c ounirvside,
ken- tumuli also visited ’Sawn. in the
it Republic.
Lou Lewandowski, Saii josc State
1.’111%er-sky assot iate dealt of graduate
and intel national studies, said that
abroad programs such as Al ES
5 :moot oink help sufflents !emit about
other c nitrites, but :also about them-
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MISSION VIEJO, Calif.
(AP) - Internet postings
helped four teen-age boys
make six acid bottle bombs,
,ne of which exploded on a
playground
and
slightly
injured a 5-year-old boy,
authorities said.
The 15- and 16-year-old boys
confessed to making the
bombs, Orange County sheriffs Lt. Tom Garner said.
On a World Wide Web site,
they were able to read the text
of the 1970s publication "The
Anarchist’s Cookbook," which
includes instructions on bomb
building, Gamer said.
The youths, whose names
were withheld, were booked
for investigation of possession
explosives.

It’s that tax time of year again
WASDIM ION.

Investigators were led to the
boys Wednesday when a parent heard a report about the
explosion and recalled that his
son had asked questions about
bomb construction and a
World Wide Web posting on
similar topics, Garner said.
It was the third time in two
months that acid bombs have
been found on an Orange
County campus. Custodians
found devices at Huntington
Beach High School on two
occasions in March.
Police in Tustin and Los
Alamitos and sheriffs deputies
in San Clemente have handled
other cases involving youngsters building bottle bombs in
recent months, Garner said.
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Nothing on April 15 is as certain
as politics and taxes.
All across America, people are
jamming checks and foi ins into
envelopes, sending then, off to the
IRS and wondering if awl, isn’t a
better was.. Or at least a ssas in pay
less.
Income tax day concentrates
the national mind on a system
people love to hate. Tax revolts are
not new. When the states were
colonies ruled horn London,
Americans protested taxation without representation and dumped
cases of tea in Boston Harbor.
Talk about a tax revolt. That one
turned into a revolution that produced an independent nation with
a tax system of its own.
Among the taxpayers who sent
their returns in a few days early
were President Clinton and his
wife, Hillary, who paid federal
taxes of $75,437 on income of
$316,074.
"Everybody needs tax relief,
including
Bill
and
Hillary
Clinton, White House spokesman
Mike McCurry told reporters when
he released the return, which

66

asks !hi’ mall
‘(.1inton vetoed that." replies

Everybody needs tax relief, including Bill and
Hillary Clinton.

the woman.
The legislation Clinton vetoed
was a much broader package of tax
and spending cuts. He focused his
opposition) 1)11 reductions in
Medicate spending that he argued
were being used to finance a tax
cut for the wealthy.
"Raising taxes is not the way to
bakince the budget," says Sen. Bob
Dolt’, the presumptive GOP presidential nominee. But Dole himself
by
fellow
was
criticized
Republicans in 1988 and in the
early primaries this year for supporting tax increases during his
long career in Congress.
With his flat tax proposal, publisher Steve Forbes attracted a lot
of anti-tax voters during the
Republican presidential primaries.
It wasn’t enough to win, but he
could claim credit for raising the
tax issue to a higher-than -usual
level.
Michigan State professor Dave
Rohde, an authority on presidential elections, agreed that "the
level of rhetoric on taxes is higher
"
iii this presidential yea’

Mike

McCurry

N’hite House spokesman

99
showed the aintons paid 23.8 percent of their gross income in federal income tax, about average for
couples at their income level.
Who hates taxes? Everybody
does
Republicans
and
Democrats,
challengers
and
incumbents. Of course, it’s often
easier for those on the outside
than those who might have a role
in raising them.
In recent years governors have
done well in presidential politics,
particularly those who never had
to cast a vote on a federal tax bill.
"A disgrace to the human race,"
was how Democratic presidential
candidate Jimmy Carter described
the system in 1976, decrying loopholes that enabled the rich to

avoid pining their fair share.
Four years later, Ronald Reagan
defeated Carter with a campaign
in which the Republican said "we
must balance the budget, reduce
taxes and restore our defenses."
Now Clinton is under attack In
Republicans who are running television ads suggesting the president
vetoed a bill that would have given
families a $500-per-child tax credit.
Timed to the tax-filing deadline,
the GOP commercial depicts a
couple apparently working on
their 1995 tax return. They are
appalled by how much they owe
and are looking for additional
deductions.
"What about the thousand-dollar tax credit for the two kids?"

Former Assemblyman joins re-election staff
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Former
Assemblyman Thomas Umberg
has been named state director for
President Clinton’s re-election
effort in California.
Clinton also appointed Bill
Carrick, a veteran Democratic consultant, as a senior adviser for the
campaign.
Both Umberg and Carrick have
reputations as tough campaigners.
Umberg, running for state attorney general in 1994, used a television ad blaming his opponent for
the death of Polly Klaas, the
Petaluma girl who was kidnapped
and murdered the year before.
His opponent, incumbent Dan
Lungren, called the ad "the single
sleaziest campaign ad in the history of the state." Umberg later
agreed to buy newspaper ads
explaining
the
Polly
Klaas
Foundation wasn’t involved in the
commercial.
In the TV spot, Joe Klaas, the

girl’s grandfather, placed flowers
at his granddaughter’s grave while
wearing a T-shirt that read,
"Remember
Polly.
Dump
Lungren."
The ad claimed Polly’s life could
have been saved if Lungren had
spent $123,000 on improving a
state computer system to track
criminals instead of on public relations. Lungren, who was re-elected, said the technology was in
place and that he had actually cut
his public relations budget.
Umberg is also deeply involved
in the fallout from the Orange
County bankruptcy.
He is one of the lawyers with the
Morrison & Foerster firm working
to pry more money out of the
county or the state for the county
courts, which face a $31 million
shortfall.
Umberg is also going to be a
defense witness at the sentencing
hearing for Robert L. Citron, the

former county treasurer whose
risky investments t aused the county’s $1.64 billion loss
Citron, 71, has pleaded guilty to
six fraud counts with no direct link
to the bankruptcy and is awaiting
sentencing. He could get up to 14
years in pnson.
According to court documents,
Umberg will testify to Citron’s
mental deterioration. Citron contends dementia made him vulnerable to exploitation by greedy
county officials and brokers.
Umberg represented Orange
County as an Assemblyman from
1990 to 1994. He also served as
assistant U.S. attorney in the state’s
Central District. From 1981 to
1985. Umberg served as a military
prosecutor in Korea and Italy. He
currently serves in the Army.
Reserve.
He will be responsible for the
state campaign’s management and
political outreach, and will act as

Proscutors allege Kim
tried to dance around
election campaign laws
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) Federal prosecutors alleged that
U.S. Rep. Jay Kim attended a meeting at which business leaders
schemed to circumvent election
laws to make illegal contributions
to Kim’s 1992 campaign.
The account appeared in a plea
agreement
with
Daewoo
International Corp., which was
scheduled to plead guilty today to
two misdemeanor counts of making $5,000 in illegal contributions.
The plea agreement was filed
Friday, and Daewoo agreed to the
accuracy of the allegations, including that Kim attended the meeting.
The filing marked the first time
during a 2 1/2-year investigation
of Kim that prosecutors have
attempted to show that Kim, R-

Diamond Bar, could have known
he would receive illegal corporate
contributions from employees disguising the true source of their
donations.
Kim was traveling in Korea at
the time of the filing and could
not be reached for comment.
He has said repeatedly that
there was no way he could know
that the employee contributions
were reimbursed by the companies.
Prosecutors did not directly
accuse Kim of knowing about the
plot, which they said was outlined
at the meeting of the Korea
Traders Club of Los Angeles.
But he attended and was the featured speaker at the July 16, 1992,
meeting, they said.
Prosecutors alleged that Korea
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Boys made bottle
bomb using method
found on Internet
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NASA STUDY
$$VOLUNTEERS NEEDED$$
Subjects wanted immediately to test a space life science
database developed on Mac Computer. Experienced and
inexperienced computer users needed. Faculty participation welcomed. $20 given for one session. Call Ted
Lindstrom for Professor Holley CO (408) 924-4853.
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Like I ’inberg, Carrick doesn’t
shy away from TV commercials
with stroiig words and images.
He was behind a recent ad urging rejection of the three measures. The commercial depicted a
pack of wolves running throttgh a
snow% fi ’rest.

Breeders
reeling from
rash of
exotic bird
thefts

Traders Club "members devised a
plan at the meeting by which the
corporations and foreign nationals
that were members of the club
would make corporate and foreign -national contributions to the
Kim campaign in a manner that
would prevent them from being
detected by U.S. government
authorities."
Federal election law prohibits
corporate campaign donations. It
also outlaws contributions made
on behalf of a third party and contributions from foreign nationals.
A Los Angeles grand jury investigating allegations of campaignfinance fraud has indicted four
Korean corporations on charges of
donating $23,500 to the Kim campaign.
Daewoo was to pay a $200,000
fine, the agreement said. If accepted by a federal judge in Los
Angeles, the Daewoo penalty
would bring total fines in the case
to $1.2 million.
In exchange for the company’s
cooperation, the U.S. attorney’s
office agreed not to pursue
charges against any Daewoo
employee other than Won Sttk
Oh, senior vice president in
Daewoo’s Los Angeles office.
Kim represents parts of Orange,
Los Angeles and San Bernardino
counties.

POMONA, ( AC (AP) Exotic
buds
throughout
Riverside County have been
vanishing, and breeders are
looking for the trail of feathers
that might lead to the thieves.
Private investigator Mike
Stuhler has been hired to find
out who is behind a recent rash
of burglaries in which some
4,000 lovebirds, finches, parrots, cockatoos and other exotic birds have disappeared from
breeders’ homes.
"A lot of innocent, decent
people are being violated,"
said Stuhler, 41, an exotic-bird
owner himself who has a cockatoo named Rockford. "Some
have been completely wiped
out.... This is not petty theft."
More than two dozen exoticbird breeders have been victims of a group or groups of
highly
sophisticated
bird
thieves, with total losses up to
$500,000. Some breeders have
lost hundreds of birds at once,
and several have had to go out
of business.
Those who have been victimized have begun to suspect
other breeders because the
thieves appear to know birds.
Last December, Tony and
Shelley Fieck of Mira Loma lost
100 parakeets and lovebirds,
including 30 specially bred
lovebirds they had tended for a
decade.
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Thinking about what to do with your surruner
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Between Race St and Meridian Ave
2 blocks North of 280
We’re on the Internet!! http://www.GottaDance.com

liaison to the re-election committee in Washington, D.C.
Carrick, who guided Dianne
Feinstein ’s successful 1994 campaign for U.S. Senate, will be
responsible for helping to develop
the overall strategy and message
for the California campaign.
He was the spokesman for the
1992
Democratic
National
Convention in New York. More
recently, Carrick directed the strategy and advertising for opponents
of three measures on the state’s
ballot that would have changed
key elements of California’s civil
legal system. All three initiatives

-800-765-0025
Don’t let the opportunity of a lifetime puss

-

you by!

satisfaction Is
call Now !!!
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Dunng a swing,
partners cup their
hands. After the man
spins his partner, he
slides his hand down
her arm until their
cupped fingers catch
on each other, so that
he never fully releases her. As they swing,
the dancers also
keep their elbows
bent to act as shock
absorbers.
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Kurt Huneke throws dance club president Kathanna Voget for a dip at the ball on Saturday. The two later performed a fast -paced hustle for the other members

T.R. Nichols

11111110‘.-

Spartan Daily

Kurt Huneke gives partner Kim Skolnick a whirl on the dance
floor during this swing number. Huneke, a San Jose State
University graduate, just took the beginning dance class last
semester and said the best way to learn the various types of
social dance is not by watching, but by doing. He. Skolnick
and the other club members danced the night away with rumbas, tangos, cha-chas and hustles.

TOP: Ballroom dance club advisers Dwayne Hearn and Bethany Shifflett
demonstrate a salsa step for club members at the beginning of the Sprmg Ball
on Saturday. Hearn said that the ballroom dance club was a great way for
bringing together members of the community as well as students
LEFT. Professional dancers Renee Gallagher and Hans Schmitt wow the other
club members with their variation of a salsa. Members said the demonstration
was an inspiration for them to practice more.
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BasobaN
The Spartans lost two
games to University of
Pacific over the weekend. On Saturday the
Spartans lost in 10
innings, 4-3, and on
Sunday 15-8

u 0 5ta
ri, ?he NI :AA
Wos?
Repencli

Softball
The Spartans lost five
straight over the weekend. SJSU lost 2-1, 3-2
against New Mexico on
Sunday and 5-0, 14-6,6-5
against UNLV, Saturday
Women’s Gymnastics
Tara Law finished in 12th
place. Bridgett Coates,
15th and Hawley
Almstedt,16th at the
NCAA West Regional on
Saturday.
Women’s Golf
Golfer Vibeke Stensrud
snot a six-under par 67
to take individual honors and help SJSU win
the Collegiate women’s
golf tournament held at
Stanford
Men’s Golf
Spartans finished 14th
at the Sun Devil/
Thunderbird Classic.

Schedule
i ..r Vat/ /

2/

Baseball
Pacific at SJSU,
Monday, 1 p.m., Muni
Stadium.
SJSU at Santa Clara
University Tuesday,
7 p.m., Santa Clara.
Women’s Tennis
Santa Clara at SJSU,
Tuesday, 2 p..m.,
Spartan Courts.
SJSU at Saint Mary’s,
Thursday 2:30 p.m.,
Moraga.
Softball
SJSU at Stanford,
Wednesday, 2 p.m.,
SJSU at Loyola
Marymount, Saturday,
noon, Los Angeles.
SJSU at Cal State
Fullerton, Sunday, 1
p.m., Fullerton,

San Jose State t Iniversity
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Judo team brings home more medals
By Jeffrey Niese

44

snarl. Daih Staff Writer
Just’ State Unnersitv alumni and sik.
dents won four gold medals and six third
place finishes Friday and Satin day in the
Event Center at the first United States
Senior National Judo Championships at
SJSU.
On Friday, SJSU alumnus Dave Williams
won the gold medal in the men’s 78 kilogram division. In %Villiam’s final match, for
the gold, he faced an opponent much taller
than himself.
"Every time I tried to grab his Gi he would
shove me back in the shoulder. It was tough
to get a grip," Williams said.
Williams said the match was even until the
!i:16 mark when Williams started to take
over. Williams won the match by decision.
In judo when a match goes longer than
five minutes and no opponent has more

Baseball
team
drops two

Not mans’ people get a ( }lance to retire on the mat, winner.
Dave Williams

98U judo coach

99
points than the other, three judges raise
either a white or red flag deciding who the
winner is.
Williams said when he saw the two white
flags in front of him, a big burden was lifted
from his chest.
"After that mat( h 1 aked my belt and
dropped it on the mat.- Williams said.
He also said the (hopping t if the belt on
the mat was sigitift nig his tem einem of
judo.
"Not mans- people get a chance to retire

on the mat, winner," Williams said.
Student wins gold
The only SJSU student to win a gold in
the tournament was John Serbin in the 95
kilogram division.
Serbin said he won third place in the
Senior Nationals last year and he was hoping he would win first this year.
Serbin in the final fight had to fight
Albert Davis, an opponent from New "ii k
bin fought last suit. Serbin said
that

Davis knew what he wanted to do, so he had
to find other ways of fighting him.
"He knew my moves, it took awhile for me
to find ut opening on him," Serbin said.
Serbin managed to beat Davis with a
YUKO and two WAZA-ARI’s.
"I didn’t feel it would be a good day and it
was a great day," Serbin said about the five
medals on Friday.
Serbin said his path to the final match was
mixed with sonic good things and also some
tough moments.
He said he had a couple of opponents
forfeit which allowed him to get some much
needed rest. And also there were some
times that Serbin really had to fight hard.
Many contribute to success
Serbin also said the first day SJSU was simply amazing. He said he didn t think any

A day on the greens

See Judo Nationals, page 9

Stensrud
takes
tourney

Stevens goes 4-4
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Golf team wins

San Jose State University (2319, 4-7) dropped two games this
weekend to University of Pacific.
The Spartans lost the first
game Saturday 4-3 in 10 innings
and the second on Sunday 15Both games were at Municipal
Stadium.
On Saturday, UOP scored the
game winning run when Matt
Nelson singled to left field, scoring Ramy Dickinson. Dickinson
led the inning off with a double
down the third base line.
The Spartans rallied from
behind to tie the game. In the
eighth inning, Geoff Fessenden’s
RBI-triple, scored Ryan Johnson,
which brought SJSU to within
one run.
The Spartans tied the the
game in the bottom of the ninth
inning when John Aldan singled,
scoring Travis Peterson.
Peterson lead the Spartans’
offense with three hits, a run and
,i RBI.
Jason Hedquist pitched 2.1
innings to pick-up his second win
of the season.
Jason Flach started for UOP as
he went 7.2 innings while striking
out eight batters.
SJSU starter, Jason Davis,
pitched nine innings as he scattered eight hits while striking out
six batters.
On Sunday, UOP erupted for
six runs in the first inning of the
Big West Conference game.
David Marsden lead the Tigers’
offense by going 4-4 at the plate
and driving in five runs.
The first baseman had a pair of
two-run singles and a RBI- double.
For the Spartans, both Eric
Stevens and Ryan Johnson led
the team’s offense.
Stevens went 4-4 at the plate,
scored a run and had a RBI.
Johnson collected three hits and
drove in a run.
The series concludes tomorrow with a 2:30 p.m. game at
Municipal Stadium.

Spartan Daily Staff Report

1’110 to BY BRYAN I HAMMERSilt 111 to 110 DAILY
SJSU golfer Vibeke Stensrud, ranked No. 1 in the country, tees off on the seventh hole during
Sunday’s round of the 32nd Annual California Collegiate at Stanford. Stensrud led all women
golfers with a top score of 138 for the two day, 36-hole competition. SJSU won the team title with
an overall score of 590.

San Jose State University, the
No. 1 ranked team in the nation
according to the latest GolfWorld
Magazine poll and fueled by
Vibeke Stensrud’s six-under par
round of 67, won the 32nd
Annual California Collegiate, a
36 hole women’s golf tournament, at the Stanford Golf
Course on Sunday.
The teams’s two-day day score
was 590.
All-American Stensrud shot
the only round in the 60s by any
competitor in the tournament.
Her 67 coupled with Saturday’s
co-leading 71, gave her a two-day
total of 8-under par 138, allowing
her to win the California
Collegiate by seven strokes.
It was the fifth win of the year
for the player ranked No. 1 in the
nation.
"Last night I thought of how I
had never broken 70 on this
course," Stensrud said. "I thought
it was about time! do it."
Stensrud had seven birdies and
Just one bogey on hole 10. "I
played good, consistent golf, and
everything fell into place,"
Stensrud said.
Finishing in second, individually were Arizona State University
Linda Ericsson and Stanford AllAmerican Mhairi McKay, who
both shot identical scores of 145.
SJSU All-American Janice
Moodie and University of
Southern California golfer Ida
Danielsson tied for sixth at 148’s.
And Ji-yun Lee of SJSU was
eighth at 148.
Mark Gale, SJSU golf coach
said, "I couldn’t be more pleased
with the whole team." Gale also
said, "And Vibeke was simply
spectacular today."
Finishing three strokes behind
the Spartans was three-time
defending NCAA team champion Arizona State, ranked No. 3.
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Judo Nationals
From page I
one organization ever had a day as good as
that one ever before at the Senior
Nationals.
it was a Hell of an accomplishment,"

he said.
Marius Popescu, SJSU alumnus arid first
place winner in the 86 kilogram weight
class, said having the tournament at SJSU
helped a lot.

"We had home field advantage, and it
helped a lot," Popescu said.
SJSU alumna Sandra Bacher also won a
gold medal on Friday in the 72 kilogram
division and SJSU student Summer

Nishimura won third in the same weight
class.
Also finishing third on Saturday was
SJSU student Nicole Okitto in the 48 kilogram division, SJSU alumna Tammy

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim tor products a
services advardsed below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns or the Spartan
Daly consist el pork) advertising
and ammo are not approved or
vended by the newspeper.

FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARTMENT $1300/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
SERENE 8 Quiet Living! Two left!
2 br/lba $685. 1 br/lba $550.
Walk to SJSU. Prkg. Laundry. Call
415344-3666. per 4154286355.

SHARED HOUSING
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in attractive, newly remodelled.
spacious. Pi -level townhome in
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic views,
peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed
parking. Clean, new & n impeccable
condition! Fully funished bedmorn on
3d level. OLtinouse/pool/spa. Easy
access to 85 & 101. Only 8325/mo.
+ util. Cali Angie at 408-974-8898
or 408.2242015, leave message
8, your call volt be returned. Females
and nonsmokers only, please.

FOR SALE
FREEZER - UPRIGHT 20.5 CU.FT.
5 shelves, 2 large storage baskets.
Good condition. $100. 227-1145.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST FLINDRAISER Raise $500 n 5
days-Greeks. Groupe. Clibs, motivated
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation. 1-800862-1982 Pin
STUMM DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

SWAN,
WELCOME Kirsten, Jen, Ragan,
Kat, & Stacy! We love our new
sisters! A0E, Alpha Phi.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUR.
it Irish. Scottish.
Enjcy learning
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $289.
Be a little flexible and save 58$.
Mel help you beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCHO 800497-1098
airhitcheenetcom.com
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3538.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
Skydiving! Tandem Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510434-7575.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
SS WE PAY TOP CASH SS
*For Old/Used Computer

Memory &CPU’s.

*We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800 808-8356.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 11-2236
for current listings.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good ()Me,
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’ "Family MulecarCALL TODAY 2966270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

WANTED
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
live-in companion Call after 4pm.
370-3604.
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
qualified. Contact LarFong Lee at
415-929-6515 for more info.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

A FUN PLACE TO WORK, feeble
hours, great pay!! Am 8, pm divers
and a.m. counter person wanted.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS No duds!! Pizza-A-GoGo. 117 E.
wanted. A private club is looking San Carlos, Si. 280-0707.
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The WANTED- BAND Si ORCHESTRA
primary responsibility of the Instrument Salesperson Looking for
instructor is to teach group swim someone with retail experience,
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The knowledge of band & orchestra
primary responsibilities of the life instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
guard is the safety of all patronc The Starving Musician 554-9041.
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
preferred, however not required. Cey Cenci, Sports Camp & Specialty
All employees must be certified Carp Director 8, Leerier applications
in First Aid, CPR, and Liteguarding. being accepted at the Central
Instructors must be WSI certified. YMCA. Applicants must be enerSalary is based upon experience, getic, enjoy working outdoors.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours have previous experience working
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm with youth & have the ability to
daily. Cali 249-5699.
lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info,
OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11 contact the YMCA at 298-1717 a
year old boy. Hours vary. Home stop by 1717 The Alameda. San Jose.
work, swim etc. Car & refs req.
Patient, energetic, fun exp. only.
PERSONALITY PLUS
Stevens Creek/San Tomas area. Attitude over resume. Join the 3rd
$5/hr. 983-4732
fastest growing co in America.
Line up summer work now!
BOOKKEEPER- PT. Invoice post,
6549635
pay bills on QuickBooks. Good
Phone manner a must. Excel exp 15257,000. My 2nd year Incoms
a plus. Call Lisa 408-2751784.
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest
PARENTING INSTRUCTOR way to make good money.
$9 - $11/hr. 25-30 hrs/wk. Call 800-9461690. Free info.
Exp w/D.D., parenting & early
childhood development. Car FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
necessary. Fax resume to Gatos has openings for fitness
248 1221
center, front desk, childcare.
aquatics & maintenance. Wages &
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED.
shifts vary depending on dept.
freelance, comic book style. color Apply in person. 3562136.
separations. call 408-365-7717.
DIRECTORS: Adult 8 children,
RECEPTIONIST needed for Tue. & church choirs. Call 377-8155
Du Entails general office support. or fax resume to 377-8523.
Fax resume to 408-266-3448
or come fill out an application at VALET PARKERS - PIT, nights &
SigForrns, 1631 Willow St.
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
LAW OFFICE, part-time, p.m., year customer service experience,
light typing, general phones, filing. & desire to serve people. Polite,
$8/hr. Call Margaret 241-1941.
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in + tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
telecommunications marketing.
Highly motivated people move Fill CLERIC Entsepries RiatrarCar
ahead quickly in this exciting is seeking a part-time file clerk
network marketing approach. Join to work in our corporate office in
the fastest growing industry. If you San Jose. Duties will include filing
are serious about your future you the daily rental contracts and
need to check this out! Call John some receptionist functions. The
position requires an individual
at 800266-6245 ext. 33422.
to be available to work 20-25
MANUFACTURING day & night hours a week. For immediate
shifts for swimming pool cover co. consideration, please contact the
Will train, call 408-986-9595.
Human Resources Department at
(408) 467-1300.
MBA STUDENTS: ARE YOU READY
FOR EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS? CLERICAL - Growing Santa Clara
If you have business experience, company seeks office assistant.
are analytical, relationshipsawy, Supports sales dept., data entry.
and are looking for a way to make Fax resume 408.986-8841.
your mark fast, you should contact us. Why not join the new SWIM INSTRUCTORS wanted
West Coast office of one of the Sum 96. Independence HS & SJSU
fastest-growing Marketing and pools. Please call West Coast
Advertising consultancies in the Aquatics for info. 408259-4522.
country, specializing in high tech
accounts. You’ll be highly visible CUST SERV REPS WANTED, work
and independent. Why not fax us with other students in friendly
your resume at 1-412-9639397? atmosphere for fast growing co.
$647/hr. Call (415)3663893.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
for the following positions:
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flex hours.
Mon-Fn. Serving Downtown San
FRONT DESK:
Guest Service Agent
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West
PBX Operator
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in
Bell Person
person 7:30aro6pm.
HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
S315,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
House Person
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 8Apply in Person:
2236 for details.
1801 Barber Lit, Milpitas.
PT CAR PREP / DRIVER
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151.
You will keep all cars ship shape,
Equal Opportunity Employer.
washing, vacuuming, checking
fluids & driving. Positions are now
EVENT STAFF NEE=
On call starting at $8 an hour! available at our San Jose Airport
Work when you can! Days, location. We offer flexible schedevenings and weekends, with ules in a fast paced, friendly
Catered Too, one of the areas environment. Candidates must be
fastest growing caterers, at least 18 years of age (with
specializing in large Corporate college credits) & possess a good
Events and Weddings. Our spring driving record. Please apply in
and summer schedule is filling up. person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-SCAR
If you are personable, have a
good attitude, willing to work hard 1350 N. First St. (LeBaron Hotel)
in an exciting atmosphere, Call
San Jose, California
(408) 452-1100
Catered Too at 295-1563.

PART TIME WARPERSON
Needed evenings & weekends
Salary + tips. Apply in person
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose.

EMPLOYMENT

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor. Lifeguards.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards,
Swim Instructors, Camp Counselors.
and Sports Camp instructors.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA. 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary it tips
Students needed ri the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants.
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437

RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
Must be dependable & have own
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
by working around your schedule.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
advancement opportunities.
Please call Washington Inventory
Service at 408/294-8196.

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem schooi age recreation wog..
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
during Sun% camp prog. Xlnt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 3548700.23. (Not wail.
school year? Call for summer emFAST-PACED SMALL LAW FIRM ploymentlifeguards. camp leaders).
seeks clerk w/good org. skills.
multi-task oriented; comp literate TEACHER: Before & After School
a +; Sling, phones, FT hrs; Fax res. Program, F/T. Paid medical,
w/ salary req. 408/995-3320.
dental 8, vacation. ECE or Rec.
units required. Resume to:
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
Too many benefits to list!
Day, Swing, Crave Shifts, F/T & P/1.
TELEMARKETING
Cal or am,, pawn. Men-Sun 7-7. Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
408-286-5880.5550 Merichn
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
berm. San Cabs and Perbnoor,
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
behind the Cad ad Party Store.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
to $2,000+/month. World travel. Downtown
408-494-0200
Seasonal & full-time positions. No Campbell
408-3642700
exp. necessary. For info. call Office positions also available.
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60414.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Our 129 year-old publishing comBorg-Warner Protective Service
pany, Southwestern, is looking to
FLEXIBLE HOURS
select 8-10 students from SJSU
FT/PT/Weekends only
to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
$7-89
Unarmed security officers
$5,766. For interview information
Prestigious client sites
call (408)241-9903.
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WOF1K Make
Military experience a plus
up to $25445/hr. teaching basic
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE conversational English in Japan
1-800-385-9419
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
or apply in person
background or Asian languages
591W. Hamilton 5) San Tomas Exp. required. For information call:
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
1-206-971-3570 ext. J60413.
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST for egg donation. Desperate
_Register for class _Roommate Asian couples need your help
_Rem to love _Student loan _Buy to conceive. Can you help?
books _FIND A JOBII _Strike
Ages 21-30, healthy and
up a conversation with that nice responsible. Generous stipend
looking person I met at registration. and expenses paid. Please call
"We can’t help you with every- WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Would you like a position that
up to $120/week!
will compliment your class schedule?
Become a Sperm Donor.
Postions available throughout San Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
kw, Sante Gam. Fremont & Milpitas.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
VANGUARD
Contact California Cryobank
SECURITY SERVICES
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
Apoy M-F 8am-5pm.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
1140,000/YR INCOME
eters"’ Scott/San Torn as.
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-898YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. 9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
FT/PE School-age childcare (6+ ECE)
preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT for fun creative people who are Students Needed! Fishing Induswilling to make a difference. try. Earn up to 83,00046.000+
Summer opportunity also avail- per month. Room and Board!
able (childcare. camp. aquatics). Transportation! Male or Female.
For more information, call Marie No experience necessary. Call
at 408470-1877.
1-206-971-3510 ext A60414.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, MT. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE.
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21.
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flex
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. WS train. $9.00- $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/9930759. attn: John.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-3061207.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

SCHOLARSHIPS
$1,000 SIUOENT SCHOLARSHIPS
51.000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graouates
recewe 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from $30k,.
For details. contact I. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/9243210,
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE MONEY For You Education!
Appty for your share in millions of

unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income,
or parent’s income. Let us help
Call Student Financial Services
1-800-2636495 ext. F60414.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
No pay back. For details. call
510-632-0835 or 510 471 E1667.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
MEN II WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First
1/2 price if made before 631-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
OM 379-3500.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS Lose
8-100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in
3 weeks. Guaranteed results.
$35 cost. 1-800666-3829.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose. 9939093
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
Al Students Receive 20%Discount.

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1.900422-00PS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 mm. (9-mm max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408-683-5723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consuitatoh
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

4049-924-32T7

Line is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

Sarre

Five ddross
Days
7ro code
513 or, slew
$14
Prone
$15
$16
Send Check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the flith flay, rate increases by 1111 per Say. Son Jose State University
San Jose, CA ’Dila-IMO
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente Hall. (loom 209
Deadline 1000 a m IWO weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
No refunds on cancelled ads
All ads are prepaid
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines. $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (400) 0344277
Four
Days
111
$12
$13
$14

ME GATHERING littp://iwnv.take
ma.com Scholarships. academic
& career resources, internseips,
Sports, news. entertainment. travel.
music. aebates & 1,000’s cl brats.

Please check

.1

one classification:
Greek Mess,:
.Events"
_Announcements* _Services*
ost and Found." _Health/Beauty*
_Sports/Thrills*
__Volunteers*
_Insurance
_nor Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment*
_ComPuters Etc _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Proce, .;
_Employment
_Opportunities
_SCholarsnc--

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.

PROOFREADING EDITING
& Word Processing
Gel roil Papers edited before
they are graoao. A polished
paper improves grades.
Free pickup ana delivery.
18 years business experience
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408) 241-0513

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals. reports,
etc. For more info. please call AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
Dave BOlick at 510-801-9554. Professional Word Processing!
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall. Theses. Terrn Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters,
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Manuscnpts. etc. WordPerfect 5 1.
Ass-stance with Visas and Green HP Laser II. Al formats. specializing
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Cali in APA Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
Tamara Daney - 415267-7267.
storage. All work guaranteed!
COC HR ELL’S
Worry free, dependable and otompt
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
service. To avoid disappointment,
Member of Professional
call now to reserve your time!
Association of Resume Wnters
Call PAM 247 2681
Reasonable Rates
3$6-782
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
"Resumes "Term Papers
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
WORD PROCESSING
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408 297 354:
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
"Research Papers
PROFESSIONAL word Processing
Ti eses. !ei- aape,s
"Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students & projects, resumes. mrriiurFaculty for over 15 years. Quick cassette tranSCriphon A. rhTurnaroLnd. 10 minutes from SJSU. Fax available. EtSi- All work guaranteed.
CalllJane73. dependable, CIUcf
e(xe9C3a7.o3
from
Alrnaden/Branharf eica
a
Linda 408-264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes.
CALL MARCIA 288-9448
group projects, etc. Free spelling
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/For-mat Specialist for
and grammar check.in
ck. Typewriter
available for filling
forms.
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
you tape interviews of people for
APA Tumbril MLA
reports or later reference? if so,
Grammar. Sentence Structure
I will transcribe your tapes. Nursing/Soc. VSicrk/English/History
FAX machine. Notary Public. international StudentsWidcoms
Will do one day turnaround when
Close to SJSU Campus.
schedule permits. Call Anna at
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
972-4992 from Sam to 7pm.
Let me do it for you!
Resumes, Term Papers,
TOJO’S Word Promising Smite.
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Screenplays, APA,
Powerpont presentations
Dictaphone.
Color output
Pickup / De:very Available
Julie- 445-0707
VERY LOW RATES.
Cali Today’ 408.937 7201
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Theses, term papers, group
Science & Engi Oh papers, theses projects, resumes, mini or micro
our specialty. Laser printing. Free cassette transcriptcri All formats.
spell check and storage, APA. Fax available. Experienced,
Turabian and other formats. dependab e. Qui c.
Resumes, editing, graphics Almaden/Branham area. Caii
and other services available. Uncle 408-2E4.4504.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
-

DAILY
CROSSWORD
an.qwers will apprtir i 0, :ht ii,..kr z.,.,i.r.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel In playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

H . EILIEHFLIELIE I IDELJO
LOH! 1-7LIDLJLJ
OELJEDE HMI ELILJE1 1E111E1E11 1E1E1E11 lOriDDri
11-11 1LJOOFIE LIEELJOEFE__JOEODELJFILJE
EflHflnflHr1LJHrnLJELirnflm
Rates: 3-line Minimum
’Two Thrm
One
Day
Days
Days
3 iinris
$5
$9
$7
$10
4 linm
$13
$8
$11
5 Matt
$7
$0
$12
IMes
$8
$10
$1 for each additional line.

Tokuhara in the 56 kilogram weight class,
SJSU student Joe Cramer in the 60 kilogram division, Chuck Jefferson, SJSU student in the 60 kilogram weight class and
All Moghadas in the 71 kilogram division.

ACROSS
1 San-. Puerto
Rico
5 Find fault
10 Early morning
14 Gawk
15 Hazard a guess
16 Writer Wiese
17 Cordon 18 Cash slang
19 Out of danger
20 Solar22 Reduced
24 Plunder
26 Rip
27 Soup and salad
garnish
30 Credit’s
opposite
34 Mythological
figure
35 - off: annoy
36 Smooth
37 Body part
38 Snake
40 Weaken
41 Synagogue
43 Reverence
44 Optimism
45 Fashion
46 Enjoyable
48 Hair style
SO Competes in
a slalom
51 More delicate
55 Tailors
measurement
59 Excited
60 Platform
62 Trout’s home
63 Old Norse
inscription
64 Films
65 Wicked
66 Loch monster
67 Choral
ensemble
68 Mailed
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C r196 Uedeo feature Syn.:kers

DOWN
1 Chores
2 Unsightly
3 Malt beverages
4 Atomic
particle
5 Special group
6 Military addr
7 Stringed
instrument
8 Bays
9 Contract
10 Provisional
Mormon state
11 Arkin or Ladd
12 Spouse
13 Lack
21 Water for
Pierre
23 Anwar 25 Shaker and
mover
27 Insert mark
28 Card game
29 inches

31
32
33
34
36
38
39
42
44
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
57
5P
fir

Buffalo
Not suitable
Enter data
Minnesota Trickiest
Snoozed
Woolly
animals
Dives
Disputes
Lyrical
Misdeed
Spot for
dancing
Mend
Chills and
fever
Charged
particles
Carry on
Roof
overhang
$,,ilar
- ,,,
’’’’
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Meeting
at the
net
Fraternity and sorority members
gather together on Tower lawn
for a casual volleyball tournament late Thursday afternoon.
PHOTO BY
STEVE KEEGAN
SPARTAN DAILY

Examining the evidence
Investigators say
Berkeley professors
on Kaczynski’s list
W YORK
\l’ )
Theodore
Ka( ry tiski wrote a till eatening letter to a
woman he briefly dated, Time magazine
reported Monday.
Kaczynski, the man suspected of being
the Unabomber, said he had considered
harming her before changing his mind,
investigators told the magazine.
The woman, who met Kaczynski in
1978, had been his supervisor at an
Addison, Ill., factory. Kaczynski’s brother,
David, also was a supervisor there.
After the relationship ended, Kaczynski
wrote crude limericks and posted them at

III \ Isu1.1111 .111111 t. I.Hsinetis
llss hut t.1,1 The Asso.1.1111 Pt ess.
WI ti Rat Iiski refused to stop, his brothti tired him.
The Washington Post identified the
woman in its Sunday editions as Ellen
Tarmichael, of Aurora, Ill.
In another development, the Post
reported in Monday editions that the FBI
found the names of approximately 25
University of California-Berkeley mathematics professors in Kaczynski’s cabin.
The paper says the campus police chief,
Capt. William P. Foley, recounted being
told of the list last week and asked for the
campus address of those on it so federal
officials could contact them.
The Post quoted John W. Addison Jr., a
professor emeritus and chairman of the
math department when Kaczynski was on

JORDAN, Mont. (AP) A rancher
ignored a threat from the Freemen and
moved his cattle Sunday onto stateowned land claimed by the anti-government group.
In an unrelated development, an FBI
agent on duty outside the Freemen
compound was killed Sunday when the
truck he was driving slid off a muddy
dirt road and overturned. He was identified as Kevin J. Kramer, 34, of Sioux
City, Iowa.
The death was not directly related to
the standoff between federal agents and
the Freemen, which has been under
way since March 25.
The Freemen had published newspaper notices in March claiming ownership of thousands of acres of state and
federal land in the area.

the stall in the late 1960s, as saying: We
dot i’t know what this is. It may be a list of
his favorite teachers. But it’s disturbing for
everybody."
Law enforcement officials have said that
Kaczynski’s breakup with the woman and
his dismissal came three months after the
first Unabomber attack on May 26, 1978.
Kaczynski, 53, was arrested two weeks
ago at his remote cabin near Lincoln,
Mont., and is being held on a single count
of possessing bomb components. He has
not been charged with any of the
Unabomber attacks, which killed three
people and injured 23 in nine states over
the past 18 years.
Authorities closed in on Kaczynski after
his brother suspected he was the
Unabomber and alerted authorities.

Israel
bombards THE RENT EVANS TRUST PRESENTS ilh
Lebanon
A GREAT NIGHT OF ILOCIC & stSAN

MG BOP AND THE CHOPPEIN,

BEIRI I. Lebanon (AP)
Israeli an( [aft bombarded guerrilla strongholds in Beirut and
southern Lebanon on Sunday,
doubling the tide of refugees to
400,000 and provoking guerrilla
vows to turn northern Israel into a
"fiery hell."
Undaunted by Israel’s four-dayold aerial barrage. Hezbollah
guerrillas barraged northern
Israel with rockets that came
crashing down every 20 minutes
for seven hours. One person was
wounded and an empty school
and other property were damaged.
Three Lebanese civilians were
killed and seven were wounded in
Sunday’s raids, Lebanese security
sources said. All told, 28 people
have been killed and 105 injured
on both sides since the violence
began last week.
Israeli jet fighters knocked out a
Beirut power relay station, cutting
electricity to many parts of the
capital and its suburbs.

Rancher defies Freemen

-go
SJSU Career Center

J

ANK
I.

SHA-MOM

4.

"OLO TIME ROCK N’ ROLL"
BBQ Dinner-Beer-Margaritas-Wine-Soda
(Must be 21 to attend, I.D.),

Hundreds of new jobs posted weekly..

+t,
IZIA I( )11

1.111. IIIRISTOPHER RANCH, GILROY CA
I 0 I St ’nth, Left at HWY 25 to Hollister

Job Hotline
Internet

liii 111.14E1

TICKET REQUEST
Sit PER PERM r

Free use to SJSU students..

24-hour access to part-time, full-time, temporary,
permanent, and internship opportunities.

Saturday, April 27, 1996 6:00 11:00 p.m.

ADMISSION

’They also sent notices to several
ranchers who lease government land in
the area for grazing, warning that if
they used the land this spring they
would be tried in a Freeman court and
punished.
Rancher Tom Stanton on Sunday
moved about 70 cattle onto one of the
tracts claimed by the Freemen, about
two miles from the standoff.
"I’m not doing it to ’defy’ them,"
Stanton said. "I’m doing it because I
have to earn a living." He said his family
has leased the land since 1914.
K.L. Bliss, another of the ranchers
warned by the Freemen, said he
believes the group would have retaliated if the FBI hadn’t moved in. He
already had cattle on leased state land
when the warning came.

"
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ON-SFIT ACCLSS
lob Binders
Computers

()NI Yl

TICKETS BY RE I I RN M

Name
Address

D;7ie
City

Zip

State

Phone No
Amount Enclosed

No. of tickets

For more information and to get your on-line password,
come to the Career Center in BC13.

Check #

FOR MORE INFORMATION TO VOLUNTEER CALL
PAULSON 405- 354- I ,12
CLIP REQUEST, SENLIWITH CHECK WRITTEN
rr EVANS FUND TO
BRENT EVANS FUNQ,.
BOX 74 I AP4401 c4.1 95010-0724
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Hurry for best selection
All Jeans commercially cleaned
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ALSO BUYING USED LEVI’S
WE WILL PAY UP TO $ 20 FOR LEVI’S 501’S
AND UP TO $ 2,000 FOR
VINTAGE ( PRE -19501) LEVI’S
I;RINf; THIS Ali FUR S 2.00 ()IF A FLANNEL SHIRT
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